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MY JOURNEY 

WITH JUMP MATH 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My journey with JUMP Math started after I immigrated to Canada from South Africa. I started working in a FN community at the Xet’olacw Community School in Mount Currie and I was concerned that many students felt they could not do math – both teachers and students  were struggling with a textbook that made no sense. �I knew  that we could do better. �We had to build up their math skills and work on their confidence and we had to get teachers a new Math book!To cut a long fascinating story short because of time, I was given the name of John Mighton as he had just started the charity – I googled him, like his book, Myth of Ability and went to ask for help getting him to visit our school. Thanks to a donation arranged by Mei McCurdy of the Whistler Blackcomb foundation John arrived to work with us and brought along the very first Confidence Building unit FRACTIONS – the impact of this stand-alone unit was incredible, and the students positively shone, were engaged, and excited and felt that they could do Math – I started to volunteer with JUMP Math and in 2008 went on staff.I travel and work with communities all over Canada supporting staff to teach using our materials. �We also have supported Outreach in Cape Town with Steve Sherman of Living Maths and with Education without Borders. We also have supported Father Charles Ogada, Joy Village school in the village of Ebe, Nigeria.  I look forward to connecting with many of you at this conference to share the incredible work of our writers and publications team.As a registered charity we have a fantastic website and any educator anywhere in the world may create an account and access these teacher resources.  I am proud to say that permission was granted in 2020 that JUMP math may be translated into Indigenous languages  and this process led  the Katavik government to  translate our resources into Inuktitut.My work would not be possible without the support of JUMP Math Donors, and I thank them for their support I need to mention PIMS and Dr Melania Alvarez and a big thanks to them for supporting my Outreach work.  Here is to us helping children multiply joyfully – every child should have access to great math teaching!
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Presentation Notes
 A Joyous Celebration of Ideas, the Arts, Science, and Efforts to Make the World a Better Place My journey with JUMP Math started after I immigrated to Canada from South Africa in 2002. I started working at the Xet’olacw Community School in Mount Currie. One of the oldest and most amazing community schools in BCI noticed when visiting classes that many students did not enjoy math classes – both teachers and students  were struggling with a textbook that made no sense. �I knew we had to build up their math skills and work on their confidence and we simply had to find a better way to teach!I was given the name of a chap called John Mighton by Lois Nelson who was teaching Grade 3 that year- she had met a mom, Sue Daugulis at the hockey rink, and Sue shared information about her brother John Mighton who had started a charity to support Math education in Canada.� – I googled him, read  his first  book, The  Myth of Ability and went to find help getting him to visit our school. Thanks to a donation arranged by Mei McCurdy of the Whistler Blackcomb Foundation, John arrived to work with us and brought along the very first Confidence Building unit, “FRACTIONS” – the impact of this stand-alone unit was incredible, and the students positively shone, were engaged, and excited and felt that they could do Math – it was a game changer for many. I started volunteering for JUMP Math after that  as I just felt it was so important to support teachers in our area. The organisation grew and I went on staff in 2008.I travel and work with communities all over Canada supporting School Districts, Independent schools, and First Nations Communities. It is an honour to be invited in to work alongside teachers as they gain confidence using these incredible lessons designed by John Mighton and our Publications  team - a group of  activist  mathematicians that create the magic of  JUMP Math I look forward to connecting with many of you at this Conference to share the incredible work of our  team.As a registered charity we have a  website and any educator anywhere in the world may create an account and access these Teacher Resources freely . www,jumpmath.orgI need to pay tribute to the  Elders in the Lil’wat Nation who had started the first Ucwalmícwts Immersion education classroom and  they teamed up immediately to translate the JUMP Math material into Ucwalmícwts. All of these Elders are survivors of the horrible Residential School system, so translations were very important to ensure their children could be taught in the language of the Lil’wat Nation. I am proud to say that permission was granted by the  team in 2020 so that JUMP Math may now be translated into any of our Indigenous languages in Canada.  My work would not be possible without the support of the funders of JUMP Math. To each one who supports our work, I thank you.  I need to mention PIMS and Dr Melania Alvarez and a big thanks to them for also  supporting my Outreach work. We also have supported Outreach in Cape Town with Steve Sherman of Living Maths and with Education without Borders. ��Father Charles Ogada, Joy Village school in the village of Ebe, Nigeria. I believe that all students need to graduate high school with Math. � We know that not having even grade 10 level of math closes doors to further study and we  simply creating a society of indentured labour once again! �South African politicians  during the apartheid years had a separate Bantu education  syllabus and no math or science courses were taught to Native students for this very reason. �When Mandela was released, this changed, and  he ensured that all children would get a good education. Here is to us helping children multiply joyfully – and allowing every child access to great math teaching! 



The oldest FN 
school in BC

Clao7álhcw –
Lil’wat Ravens 
Nest School is a 
full Immersion 
school



First Ever Translation of JUMP Math 
by the L’il’wat Elders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 To teach mathematics in the Lil’wat language was a dream that came to reality because of the dedication of many people from Mount Currie. Verna Stager, Jeanette Green, Mámaya7 Lois Joseph, Elders Dixie Joe, Laverne Paul, Theresa Jones, Gloria Wallace, Mary Elaine James, Felicity Nelson and the Immersion teachers, Terri Williams and Burt Williams. JUMP Math is a Canadian Charity that believes that, All children can do Math.We asked the founder of JUMP Math for permission to translate the Grade 1 and 2 student materials into Ucwalmicts so that the Immersion class could be taught mathematics in the Lil’wat language – he agreed and so the task began.The elders came together and worked incredibly hard to translate and create in some cases new math language. Dixie Joe’s and Terri Williams have worked closely together and this partnership has to be acknowledged as a key part to the success of this Immersion class. Dixie loves teaching math and has the patience to spend every day in the class guiding the teacher and children in language usage. It is through years of modelling that we see the rewards – traditional teachings shared and passed on- a language alive and living on in our children, who by the way love math!







Why translating Jump Math into L’il’wat was important.

We translated the jump math program for  Immersion and our Band 
school to provide curriculum in the language for the staff and students. 

It was an important step to revitalize our language.  

Doing this helped us document our language to preserve it for future 
generations.  

Language is no longer handed down from generation to generation as 
it used to be.  THE IMPACT OF RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL!
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Presentation Notes




Residential 
School Survivor 
Elder-Janice Dan
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The attempt by the Residential school to remove all language and culture from First Nations children has had a horrible impact on so many – they are strong and resilient and in spite of all the abuse suffered they survived to lead their children and grandchildren into a better world. A world filled with culture,tradition and language!



Confidence  
Matters

9
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The community caring for every child- grandmothers play an integral role here.
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Marcella Jim 
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Ore support is needed to help communities fully reclaim their languages
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Fly in remote communities





Sandy Lake

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Victor Rae, myself and Ralph Bekintis in Thunder Bay – recruiting teachers. 



Sandy Lake, Ontario- new laptops for all staff.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sandy Lake Band bought new laptops this year for all staff – I loaded material on them much to the joy of staff
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Presentation Notes
It is all about supporting teachers and serving them to be the best they can be.



NESKANTAGA –
28 Years of a Boil Water Advisory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This community is still under a BOIL WATER ADVISORY!
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Supporting all students to love numbers



The Kashechewan First Nation is a Cree First Nation
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Presentation Notes
Preparing and helping teachers to love teaching math
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Staff of Leo Ussak School in Rankin inlet where I spent two weeks working with the most wonderful staff.



• Money – makes math sense!

7/27/2023 www.jumpmath.org 25ake
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Developing number sense at a young age.











Memory Games – Gr 2 & 3
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Nunavut Birds







Researchers
Dr Jean-Francois Therrien

Snowy owls



Snowy Owl Research
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The Bird Migration Explorer Lets You Interact With Nature’s Most Amazing FeatWith this revolutionary new tool, anyone can follow hundreds of species on their epic journeys and discover challenges they face along the way.



https://roneglash.org/



https://roneglash.org/
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Ron Eglash



Dr. John Mighton

“I founded JUMP because I believe that one of the 
most efficient ways to improve our condition is to 
give people the intellectual tools they need to think 
about the ‘consequences of the little choices they 
make’." 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Mighton, John,  has written 3 books –  seen here.  These are all excellent books, and I encourage you to read his latest:, All Things Being Equal – Why Math is the Key to a Better World, as it is his latest.John remains closely involved in the innovation and development of JUMP Math resources and programs and is also frequently consulted as an international thought-leader on math education. I want to take a moment to tell you of John’s journey to creating JUMP Math.  His is perhaps the first JM success story.  You see, John struggled with math in school – he enjoyed math, but did poorly – in fact, after high school and because of his struggles, he went on to study Creative Writing and became a playwright. (A very good one – he has 2 Governor General Awards for his plays) Then, in his early 30’s John decided to return to University to study math and found out he was actually very good at it.  It was just that he needed extra time to make sense of everything.  He now has his Ph.D. in Mathematics, as well as a Masters in Philosophy.While at university, in order to help pay the bills, John began tutoring.  His students quickly became the strongest in their classes - even though they often came to him as some of the weakest.  And soon, teachers began asking him to come in to demonstrate lessons.  It was when John visited classrooms that he realized teachers did not have access to strong math resources. And so the idea for JUMP Math was born!John has shown that math study is an ideal starting point to break down social inequality and empower individuals.  Numeracy education, and overcoming intellectual poverty, is what JUMP Math promotes - to to build a smarter, kinder, more equitable world.



A Social Enterprise

2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUMP Math exists to achieve a social mission to nurture potential in children by encouraging both an understanding and a love of math. and we do this by providing well-researched resources … and learning opportunities such as this.Because JUMP Math is a non-profit, “social enterprise”, and so our bottom line is to improve society rather than making money.  JUMP Math has been recognized for our social innovation – awards such as being one of the top 10 Impact Charities in Canada you see in the center of this slide. JUMP Math has received this distinguished recognition for over a decade now! 

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=sRtnswwgF2PM6M&tbnid=QjLslhXFDgq0aM&ved=0CAgQjRw&url=http://kopernik.info/page/network-partners&ei=vIYgU6f1F8Li2wWjhoCoCQ&psig=AFQjCNGyZqgQ7zrtIKYSd11MNk15maY2gA&ust=1394726972454258


Teacher 
Resources

Assessment & 
Practice Books

Website
www.jumpmath.org

Digital Lesson 
Slides
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The most amazing website loaded with Teacher resources



Our Website

43

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our website has much to offer educators who have created an account as an Educator..



Resource Centre

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the Resource Centre page, just scroll down past the green introduction box we saw on the last slide and you will find access to lessons, blackline masters, answer keys and more – in both French and English if you click on Teacher Resources,



Resource Centre

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of our recorded webinars, along with a calendar of live webinars, and more can be found when you click on the Professional Learning box.



Resource Centre

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then, keep scrolling down and near the bottom of the Resource Centre, under the Teacher Resources and Professional Learning links you will find a variety of very useful supports – all available to download and use with your students.  I want to point out a few of these - Curriculum Support Packages for the New curriculum in Ontario and Alberta are found here  



Resource Centre

Presenter
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Essential Lesson packs are here as well.  I highly suggest you check out the pack for your grade – and make sure you also select YOUR REGION.  These are designed to help address learning loss.  So in these you will find a TOC (and although these are for the current (what is now the old) curriculum, they will still work with the 2022 curriculum.  In these TOC. Our writers have highlighted what they feel to be the essential learning – about 60% of the lessons that are a must as you move your students forward. Also know that there is a review pack found within the Essential Lessons – with a list of lessons from the previous grade that are really important.  Some of your students may not have covered these lessons, so they are here as suggestions that you may wish to teach both as bridging lessons for the fall - to prepare your students for this new grade – and then a few other lesson suggestions for a bit later in the year.   



Resource Centre

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Confidence Building Units are also here – these are lessons that can be used for the first couple of days when your anxious math students return to class – and you want to build their confidence with some math that LOOKS difficult, but is really not.If you decide to use any of the Confidence Building Unit lessons, contact me and I will provide you with a slide deck of those lessons to save you some prep time! 



Resource Centre

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of our Assessment Tools – Assessment Checklists, Quizzes and Tests are found here as well.  Just be sure you are selecting the offerings for your region.  



Resource Centre

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a few sample units here – if you want to see what JUMP Math is all about – check out this link to an entire unit from both Part 1 and Part 2 of EACH grade.



Resource Centre

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The rest of the offerings on this list are prepared for Ontario – Financial Literacy lessons for K – Gr 9 and Coding LessonsAnd at the bottom of the page are the EQAO Assessment Prep pack, prepared to help ON teachers prep their students for Grades 3 & 6 standardized testing – so if you are preparing your students for testing, you may find a few ideas here.



Resource Centre

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you login to our website, you land on this page, but be sure to explore some of the other great offerings:If you want to hear John Mighton’s TED Talk – click on ABOUTIf you want to explore some of the research behind JUMP Math, or read about some of the Efficacy Testing that has been conducted, or especially if you wish to find out more about Math Mind’s research and their Structuring Inquiry course – click on RESEARCHEducators – you can also get to more Professional Learning with your tabAnd if you think you would like to work for JUMP Math, search “Careers” and see what jobs we have open!



Resource Centre (JM website)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, click on Curriculum Support Packs



Lesson Structure
TEACH

(up to 3 minutes)

PRACTICE

ASSESS

SCAFFOLD

BONUS

INCREASE LEVEL
INCREMENTALLY





Presenter
Presentation Notes
You want to begin with a very brief burst of teaching –focus on less teacher talk and more student engagement time in each lesson.Remember earlier when I suggested highlighting all of the bolded introductions to each paragraph and also the ASK’s and SAY’s…



Lesson Plans














Expectations covered
Prior knowledge needed
Vocabulary, materials
Critical features of concept
Explanations & prompts
Exercises, bonus question
Sample answers
Activities, Extensions

 Goal of the lesson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Teacher Resource is a must.  If you are not teaching from our lessons – only using the Digital Slides and/or the Student AP books – then you and your students are missing much.If you want to see anything regarding our lesson plans after this webinar, there is an explanation of all of the key features of each lesson plan found in the Introduction of each TR.



ASK, SAY
  “Why am I using these words?  

What new learning am I trying to engage?

“What’s new? Is this something new?”
 OR

 “Am I inviting them to make a choice?”
OR

   “Am I offering some practice with this?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you see these cues, instead of feeling as though you are being handed a script for passive use, explore those suggestions and ask yourself (read slide)Don’t skip what you “think” may be unimportant.  Assume that it is important.Don’t “assume” all your learners already know it.  Instead, assume that they don’t!It will never be time wasted if you begin with a thread of a concept and ALL of your students know it!  You can just move through the cycle quickly, congratulate your students or positively acknowledge how well they just did and move on to the next thread of learning!  





A unique collaboration:
• University of Calgary
• JUMP Math
• School Boards

Focus: Improving elementary math teaching and learning

RaPID approach to teaching

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Math Minds coined the acronym RaPID, as their very successful approach to teaching.  This approach was already found in the JUMP Math lessons, but Math Minds tweaked what JM was already doing to make it even better!RaPID is an acronym: Ravelling, Prompting, Interpreting, DecidingTo find out more about it, and about teaching for mastery, I encourage you to take the “JUMP Math Through the Math Minds research Lens” webinar offered on our Professional Learning calendar.  



 provide consistent approach to topics
 be formatted as structured inquiries
 be sensitive to mounting complexity 
 have comprehensive coverage
 offer ample practice

A well-designed resource should:

From Math Minds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have shown this slide earlier, but it is important, so I am including it again.Because of these points you see here, JUMP Math has been labelled a well-designed resource by the researchers on the Math Minds team at the U of C.  When they initially began searching resources, the researchers were not certain they would find one that met this criterial.  Then they found JUMP Math.Key to a resource being considered as well-designed is understanding that for ALL students, especially those who are struggling, that to achieve success, it is necessary to teach lessons that are consistent in their layout and approach - NOT using lessons gathered from a variety of sources, (because the different layouts can blur the new meaning for many students) and also ensuring teachers have ample questions available to prompt their students– these are important factors to be considered.



Structured Inquiry
Structured (Math)

• Math has a logical structure 
• We should pay attention to the structure of the math
• Active involvement in noticing, making sense, applying

• Every learner has access to every idea
• Practice is efficient and effective: continually expanding 

the learning

Inquiry (Learning)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the key differences between JUMP Math and other resources is that our lessons are formatted as Structured Inquiry lessons.What does this mean?According to Dr. Brent Davis and his team of researchers at the University of Calgary’s Math Mind project, Structured Inquiry involves exploring the subject, in this case Math, and paying close attention to the structure that infuses each concept.  As it says here, this allows for purposeful, efficient and effective practice.And then, for Inquiry, we are referring to when we inspire active & engaged learners.  This engagement results in students noticing, making sense of, and applying their new learning.Structured Inquiry infuses these 2 parts into a method that revolves around paying careful attention to the finely grained math concepts, thus allowing us to provide learners with access to the structures that enables them to both LINK and APPLY these mathematical ideas.  **We all know:  Understanding cannot be delivered by teachers! Understanding is NOT about memorizing. NOT about steps - But instead, understanding is about appreciating fine-grained CONCEPTS that when woven together to become Sense-making for our students. 





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every child should love math !
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